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Change Log - CAMIR Export Manifest
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Change Log May 2015

CAMIR Export Manifest – Input to Customs and Border Protection

M01 record

Change:

ACR record positions 14-15 code MI

To:

ACR record positions 14-15 code XI

P01 record

Change:

In a vessel coastwise movement this is the next US port of call after the port in P401. In the last port of call prior to departure from the US, this is the first foreign port of destination.

- For US ports of call CBP only accepts 4 numeric
  Characters in this field (Census Schedule D)

- For the first foreign port CBP only accepts 5 numeric
  Characters in this field (Census Schedule K)
To:

In a vessel coastwise movement this is the next US port of call after the port in P01. In the last port of call prior to vessel departure from the US, this is the first foreign port of call.

- For US ports of call CBP only accepts 4 numeric characters in this field (Census Schedule D)

- For the first foreign port CBP only accepts 5 numeric characters in this field (Census Schedule K)